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Abstract
Many studies have been analyzed the state of brain activation about anxiety under neuroimaging
experiments with emotional stimuli. However, there is no meta-analysis to assess the commonality and
speci�city activation of different anxiety subtypes. Here, we used the activation likelihood estimation
(ALE) to de�ne the common and different activation between different subtypes of anxiety. A total of 29
functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) studies revealed signi�cantly increased bilateral
amygdala, anterior cingulate gyrus, and parahippocampal gyrus activation in anxiety during emotional
stimuli. Moreover, we observed the decreased activations in the posterior cingulate, lingual gyrus, and
precuneus. In subanalyses of anxiety disorders, the increased activation of generalized anxiety and
speci�c phobias are present in the left hippocampus and thalamus, respectively. Social anxiety and panic
disorders showed increased activation in the parahippocampal gyrus, amygdala, thalamus, and insula.
Social anxiety, generalized anxiety, and panic disorders displayed decreased activations in the fusiform
gyrus, posterior cingulate, and speci�c phobias exhibited in the medial frontal gyrus. Although different
anxiety showed dissimilar activations, the principal activations were observed in the limbic lobe, which
might indicate the limbic circuit was a neural re�ection of anxiety symptoms.

1. Introduction
Different subtypes of anxiety have common and speci�c clinical manifestations [1], we hypothesize that
similarities and speci�cities of brain activation will be also observed among these patients when they
were exposed to emotional stimuli. Facial expressions are the most direct visual emotional expression
and transmission carrier in people’s lives, and the brains of primates respond to them signi�cantly [2].
Compared with the healthy controls (HCs), the response of anxiety disorders to negative emotional
stimuli showed negative bias [3, 4]. Based on the negative bias, research on the activation of brain
regions in anxiety disorders has attracted extensive attention during the processing of emotional pictures
with fear, happiness, and neutral expressions. A previous study has shown that an individual’s emotional
state affects the processing of other’s emotional faces [5]. People who have been in a state of anxiety or
depression for a long time will affect their interactions with the outside world [6].

At present, there are great progress has been made in the brain region activation of anxiety via emotional
stimulation. For example, generalized anxiety disorder (GAD) has abnormal activation arising from the
amygdala [7, 8]. A previous study[9] found GAD showed signi�cantly lower activities in the superior
occipital gyrus, superior parietal gyrus, precuneus, fusiform gyrus, lingual gyrus, calcarine gyrus, cuneus,
parahippocampal gyru, and cerebellar cortex. Recently, a fMRI study’s [10] reported that GAD showed
more activation in the insula but the amygdala was less activated.

Binelli et al. [11] found social anxiety disorders (SAD) were decreased prefrontal and fusiform activation
when processing happy, fearful, and angry faces. Benedikt Figel et al [12] showed that SAD showed
increased activation in the central nucleus.
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In addition, the subtypes of panic disorders (PD) showed abnormal activation of the extended fear
network comprising parts of the brainstem, insula, anterior and middle cingulate cortex, and lateral and
medial prefrontal cortex [13]. Amygdala activation in PD appears to be less sensitive to decreasing
intensities of fearful facial expressions [14]. During the masked fear versus neutral condition, PD and
speci�c phobia (SP) showed greater activation in the left amygdala and reduced activation in the
ventromedial prefrontal cortex (vmPFC) [15]. However, a study found that PD showed a sustained
hyperactivation of the vmPFC under threat and safety conditions [16].

Although numerous studies have been conducted on the activation of different anxiety subtypes, there is
still divergence in the commonness and characteristics of the activation of different anxiety subtypes.
Therefore, we conducted a meta-analysis of fMRI studies for four types of anxiety to more fully describe
brain activity in anxiety. We aim to analyze the co-activation and speci�c activation regions of different
anxiety subtypes in response to emotional stimuli.

2. Methods And Materials
2.1 Literature search and exclusion criteria

We searched PubMed, Google Scholar, and Web of Science for studies published in English from 2000 to
2020, using the following terms and their derivatives: fMRI, emotion, facial stimuli, anxiety, panic disorder,
PD, generalized anxiety disorder, GAD, social anxiety disorder, SAD, and speci�c phobias, SP. The inclusion
criteria for our analyses are as follows:

1) Participants in these studies performed emotional picture stimulations during an MRI scan.

2) These studies compared the whole-brain activation of anxiety disorders of no medication and no
comorbidities.

3) These studies reported the whole brain comparison of anxiety disorders and healthy controls in the
Montreal Neurology Institute (MNI) or Talairach coordinates.

4) Participants in these studies were aged 18-60.

5) Psychiatrists using DSM-IV-TR to diagnose anxiety disorders.

Ultimately, we selected 29 studies (Fig. 1, Table 1) that satis�ed these criteria. These 29 studies included
517 anxiety disorders and 497 HCs. Subject demographics are summarized in Table1. In these 29 studies,
we included all coordinate values that were clearly explained by the author. If the coordinates of the
research report are in Talairach space, we use the algorithm [17] in the Ginger Activation Likelihood
Estimation (ALE) software [18] to convert them into MNI space.

Table1. Characteristics of included studies.
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Study Subject M/F Age(SD) Type of stimulation

Ball.T et al,[52] 23GAD

18PD

22HC

11/11

6/17

15/3

27.0(9)

35.0(11)

29.0(7)

Emotional images

Moon et al,[9] 18GAD

18HC

9/9

9/9

37.1(11)

36.5(7.7)

Emotional images

Maddock et al,
[53]

6PD

8HC

2/4

3/5

34.0(-)

35.0(-)

Emotional words

Chechko et al,
[54]

18PD

18HC

8/10

8/10

34.4(8)

30.0(6.4)

Emotional faces/words

Killgore et al,
[55]

15SAD

14PD

22HC

4/11

4/10

8/14

35.6(8.7)

28.3(8.1)

30.7(9.2)

Emotional faces

Kaldewaij et al,
[14]

18PD

17HC

4/14

3/14

36.5(13.8)

34.1(11.7)

Emotional faces

Evans et al,[56] 11SAD

11HC

4/7

4/7

29.0(7.5)

27.9(10.6)

Emotional faces

Goldin et al,
[57]

15SAD

17HC

6/9

8/9

31.6(9.7)

32.1(9.3)

Harsh facial expressions
and violent scenes

Bruhl et al,[58] 14SAD

16HC

7/7

6/10

33.0(12)

31.0(7.2)

General emotional pictures

Hahn et al,[59] 10Anxiety

27HC

9/1

11/16

28.6(4.3)

27.7(7.2)

Emotional faces

Nakao et al,
[60]

6SAD

9HC

4/2

6/3

31.7(7.9)

32.8(5.0)

Photographs of social
situation task

Klumpp et al,
[29]

  29gSAD

26HC

12/17

10/16

24.7(5.9)

26.2(6.3)

Emotional faces

Frick et al,[61]  14SAD

12HC

14/0

12/0

32.4(8.8)

28.0(8.2)

Emotional faces

Heide et al,[62]   29gSAD 11/18 24.9(6.3) Emotional faces
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27HC 12/15 24.9(5.9)

Michal et al,
[63]

 27SAD

27HC

15/12

14/13

31.1(7.6)

32.6(9.5)

Emotional faces

Michael et al,
[64]

 21SAD

23HC

5/16

5/18

30.5(7.17)

30.0(7.99)

General emotional pictures

Binelli et al,[11]  20SAD

20HC

6/14

8/12

25.05(5.25)

25.65(6.31)

Emotional faces

Heitmann et al,
[65]

 30SAD

30HC

11/19

11/19

27.5(7.74)

27.07(5.35)

Emotional images

Jung et al,[30]  36SAD

42HC

17/19

19/23

25.4 (3.1)

24.7 (3.1)

Emotional faces

Murray et al,
[66]

15gSAD

15HC

5/10

5/10

39.1(14.3)

39.3(12.3)

Emotional faces

Amir et al,[67]    
11gSAD

    11HC

3/8

3/8

24.1(5.2)

  23.9(5.7)

Emotional faces

Phan et al,[24] 10gSAD

    10HC

5/5

5/5

26.7(6.8)

26.6(6.8)

Emotional faces

Goossens et
al,[68]

    15 SP

    14HC

 2/13

 2/12

24.0(2)

23.0(1)

Emotional images

Yoon et al,[31] 11gSAD

    11HC

5/6

5/6

27.0(6.07)

26.9(6.16)

Emotional faces

Gentili et al,
[26]

8SAD

    7HC

4/4

4/3

39.0(7)

30.0(7)

Emotional faces

Caseras et al,
[69]

   14SP

    14HC

 3/11

 3/11

 22.71(2.89)

23.0(2.66)

Emotional images

Caseras et al,
[70]

   14SP

   17HC

 2/12

 2/15

21.5(2.73)

21.76(2.88)

Emotional images

Klupp et al,[27]  12gSAD

   12HC

-

-

28.2(8.6)

33.6(9.6)

Emotional faces
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Blair et al,[28]  
15gSAD

   15HC

8/7

9/6

30.3(8.49)

31.1(6.37)

Response to own/other opinions

Abbreviations: MNI, Montreal Neurological Institute; PD, panic disorder; GAD, generalized anxiety disorder;
SAD, social anxiety disorder; SP, speci�c phobias.

2.2 ALE
The method of ALE was proposed by E. G. et al, [19]. This method integrates many brain imaging results
and obtains stable activated functional brain areas through automated statistical analysis. We used
cluster-level Family-wise error (FWE) to correct for multiple comparisons, with signi�cance set as p ≤ 0.1
. We applied 1000 permutations and used p = 0.1 as the cluster construction threshold and the statistical
threshold for cluster-based comparison. Import the threshold map of the ALE value into the mango
(http://ric.uthscsa.edu/mango). The coordinates were extracted from studies and subsequently referred
to as foci.

3. Results

3.1 Co-activation of anxiety disorders
We explored the co-activation of the brain in response to stimuli in the anxiety included in this study. The
higher activations were located in the two parahippocampal gyrus, subcallosal gyrus, lentiform nucleus,
thalamus, ventral posterior lateral nucleus, bilateral amygdala, postcentral gyrus, medial dorsal nucleus,
anterior nucleus, insula, and precentral gyrus (red). The lower activations were located in the posterior
cingulate, precuneus, and posterior cingulate, lingual gyrus, and fusiform gyrus (blue). (Fig. 2 and Table
2).
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Table 2
ALE cluster signi�cant after cluster-level FWE correction for multiple comparisons

Cluster No. MNI coordinates ALE(x10 −3) Hemisphere BA or anatomical location

  X      Y    Z      

Anxiety>HC        

1 -22    2    -22 29.12 L 34

  14     2     -18 21.26 R 34

  14    -8     -22 15.71 R 34

  -16    8      -8 13.03 L lentiform nucleus. putamen

  24    -8     -10 12.99 R lentiform nucleus. lateral
globus pallidus

  -28   -14     10 12.08 L lentiform nucleus. putamen

  -22   -18       8 11.98 L thalamus. the ventral
posterior lateral nucleus

  30     -8       -24 11.11 R parahippocampal. amygdala

  -22   -12      -12 10.00 L amygdala

  -52    -22      36 9.83 L 2

  -4     -12        -4 9.74 L thalamus

  -22     0          -2 9.58 L lentiform nucleus. Putamen

  4      -14         8 9.51 R thalamus. medial dorsal
nucleus

  -4      0          10 9.18 L thalamus. anterior nucleus

  -42 -  14       20 7.69 L 13

  -42    -10      38 7.59 L 6

  14      -8        -4 7.30 R thalamus.

  -14     -6        -2 7.25 L lentiform nucleus. medial globus
pallidus

  -40     -2        16 7.01 L 13

Anxiety<HC        

1 -24    -64    -14 12.67 L posterior lobe. declive.

BA, Brodmann area; L, left; R, right; x, y, z coordinates provided in MNI space; Anatomical labeling
according to MNI atlas (nearest grey matter) associated with the peak coordinates; Maximum ALE
value observed in the cluster.
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Cluster No. MNI coordinates ALE(x10 −3) Hemisphere BA or anatomical location

  -8     -46      18 12.31 L 29

  -24   -50    -24 9.42 L anterior lobe. culmen.

  -6    -48      34 9.06 L 31

  -4    -68      42 8.88 L 7

  12    -66     12 8.78 R 30

  -28    -74    -10 8.52 L posterior lobe. declive

  -16    56      -16 8.39 L 30

  14     -58     12 8.39 R 30

  -36    -56    -22 8.25 L anterior lobe. culmen

  -12   -66      4 8.24 L 19

  -8    -80      20 8.24 L 7

  -12   -80     48 8.17 L 19

  -8     -80     48 8.15 L 18

  -20   -94     24 7.94 L 18

  -8     -86     24 7.90 L 18

  12    -56     6 7.72 R anterior lobe. Culmen

  4     -56     30 7.56 R 31

  -20   -58     0 7.54 L 19

  -44   -78    -8 6.63 L 19

  -10   -64    34 5.29 L 31

  8      -44     24 5.11 R 30

  2     -64     22 5.00 L 23

  -14  -42    -18 5.00 L anterior lobe. culmen

BA, Brodmann area; L, left; R, right; x, y, z coordinates provided in MNI space; Anatomical labeling
according to MNI atlas (nearest grey matter) associated with the peak coordinates; Maximum ALE
value observed in the cluster.

3.2 Diverse activations of different anxiety subtypes
In groups, we also have discussed the diverse brain activations in different anxiety subtypes under
emotional stimulations (Fig. 3). GAD showed hyperactivity in the left hippocampus (red) as well as
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hypoactivity in the posterior cingulate, fusiform gyrus, middle temporal gyrus, cuneus, and lingual gyrus
(blue). SAD showed hyperactivity in the lentiform nucleus, medial globus pallidus, insula, amygdala, and
thalamus (red) as well as hypoactivity in the precuneus, parahippocampal gyrus, and fusiform gyrus
(blue). PD exhibited hyperactivity in the lateral globus pallidus, subcallosal gyrus, putamen,
parahippocampal gyrus, amygdala, thalamus, medial dorsal nucleus, anterior nucleus, medial globus
pallidus, and insula (red) as well as hypoactivity in the fusiform gyrus, posterior cingulate, middle
temporal gyrus, superior temporal gyrus, precuneus and inferior parietal lobule (blue). SP showed
hyperactivity in the fusiform gyrus, lingual gyrus, cingulate gyrus, anterior cingulate, thalamus, and
inferior occipital gyrus (red) as well as hypoactivity in the medial frontal gyrus (blue).

GAD and PD showed more regular hypoactivity in the anterior lobe (culmen of vermis), limbic lobe
(posterior cingulate) and temporal lobe (fusiform gyrus, middle temporal gyrus), and SAD showed
noteworthy hypoactivity in the parietal lobe (precuneus) and anterior lobe (culmen) (see Fig. 4A). SAD
and SP showed more frequent hyperactivity in the sub-lobar (thalamus, lentiform nucleus putamen,
insula) and limbic lobe (parahippocampal gyrus, posterior cingulate, anterior cingulate), and PD showed
signi�cant hyperactivity in the frontal lobe (inferior frontal gyrus, subcallosal gyrus, medial frontal gyrus)
and limbic lobe (posterior cingulate, parahippocampal gyrus) (see Fig. 4B). The integration of activation
for different anxiety disorders on the brain were showed in Fig. 5.

4. Discussion
We have demonstrated a meta-analysis of the activation states of anxiety under emotional stimulations
by the ALE method to compare the brain activation in different subtypes of anxiety.

We found that anxiety disorders displayed increased activation in the bilateral amygdala, anterior
cingulate gyrus, parahippocampal gyrus, and common decreased activation mainly in the posterior
cingulate, lingual gyrus, and precuneus. These conclusions are consistent with the previous studies [14,
20–30].

Although activations in the amygdala always appear in anxiety disorders involving emotional
stimulations, there was a divergence in the activation of the left and right amygdala. For instance, some
studies have highlighted the hyperactivity of the two-sided amygdala in anxiety disorders [23, 24, 27, 29,
31–33], while other studies have only found it in the unilateral amygdala. This may be related to the
different functions of the left and right amygdala [34]. The right amygdala is related to sensory-driven,
bottom-up processing [35]. And the left amygdala is associated with the cognitive evaluation of
emotional stimulations [36, 37]. Our meta-analysis showed the activation of the bilateral amygdala
increases when anxiety were stimulated by emotional facial pictures.

We also detected more activation in the parahippocampal gyrus (BA 34) in anxiety, this is consistent with
the structure in Pavlov fear conditioning in animals and humans [38]. An earlier review and meta-analysis
of fMRI data in anxiety disorders also pointed out that the activation of the parahippocampal gyrus was
signi�cantly increased [39, 40].
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Additionally, we also found that under the stimulative tasks, the activation of the cingulate cortex of
anxiety disorders was signi�cantly different from HCs. As previous studies [41–44] reported that the
cingulate cortex is related to emotional processing and participates in emotional regulation in depression
and anxiety. Our results have once again veri�ed this theory.

We also found that anxiety disorders showed markedly increased activations in the anterior cingulate
cortex. As reported that the anterior cingulate cortex plays a key role in regulating mood in individuals,
especially anxiety [45]. In the insula (BA 13) of anxiety, we found an increased activation. This also
con�rms the evidence from studies [46] and [47] that the insula has an impact on facial emotional
processing. We also found a decreased activation in the anterior wedge (BA 7) and the visual associative
cortex (BA 19) of anxiety disorders. This may be related to the inherent functional structure of the front
wedge in humans [48], [49]. The size of the anterior right wedge is positively correlated with the
individuals’ linguistic creativity [50]. This also re�ects the remarkable characteristics of anxiety disorders’
avoidance behavioral response and impaired cognition, speech, and various related physiological
reactions.

However, our meta-analysis has some limitations that must be considered. Primarily, due to the timing of
selecting studies, some related publications may be missed. Moreover, the age of the participants
included in the meta-analysis was not divided in detail. Because anxiety problems, particularly negative
cognitions problems, increased with age, and are signi�cantly higher among females [51].

5. Conclusions
In summary, our meta-analysis con�rmed that anxiety disorders exhibit common increased activation
mainly in the bilateral amygdala, anterior cingulate gyrus, and parahippocampal gyrus, and common
decreased activation mainly in the posterior cingulate gyrus, and precuneus. Although there are
differences in the activation of the four anxiety subtypes, they all show an increased or decreased
activation in the limbic lobes. This may be related to the fact that the limbic lobe is composed of the
cingulate gyrus, hippocampal gyrus, hippocampus, and other ingredients that affect memory and
emotion. Therefore, the activation difference of the limbic circuit may be a neural re�ection of anxiety
symptoms, which may become the target of clinical intervention and future research.
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Figures

Figure 1

Paper selection strategy �ow chart.
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Figure 2

Brain maps of hyperactivity and hypoactivity in anxiety disorders compared to HCs determined by meta-
analysis: anxiety disorders > HCs (red) and anxiety disorders < HCs (blue). Results are displayed at p <
0.1. The bar illustrates z-scored ALE activation: all coordinates are given as MNI.
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Figure 3

Brain maps of hyperactivity (red) and hypoactivity (blue) in GAD, SAD, PD and SP, respectively. Results are
displayed at p < 0.1. The bar illustrates z-scored ALE activation: all coordinates are given as MNI. GAD,
generalized anxiety disorder; SAD, social anxiety disorder; PD, panic disorder; SP, speci�c phobias.
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Figure 4

Anxiety disorders showed the increase and decrease activations in the diferent lobes. The vertical axis
represents the weighted percentage.

Figure 5

The integration of activation for different subtypes of anxiety on the brain. (A) represents decreased
activation, (B) represents increased activation. The colorbar: red represents generalized anxiety disorder
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(GAD), yellow represents panic disorder (PD), blue represents social anxiety disorders (SAD), green
represents speci�c phobia (SP). L:left, R:right.
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